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CXCR7 promotes pulmonary vascular remodeling via targeting 
p38/MMP2 pathway in pulmonary arterial hypertension
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Background: A hallmark feature of pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is the excessive proliferation of 
pulmonary artery smooth muscle cells (PASMCs) in the pulmonary arteries. The exact role of C-X-C motif 
chemokine ligand 12 (CXCL12)/chemokine receptor type 7 (CXCR7) in the PASMCs remains unknown. 
This study was conducted to investigate CXCR7’s role in p38/MMP2 pathway and its effect on PASMCs.
Methods: In this study, we examined the expression profile of CXCL12/CXCR7 in both hypoxic rats and 
PASMCs. 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) was used to measure the 
level of proliferation in PASMCs. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and western blotting assays 
were applied to investigate the protein expression of the related molecules.
Results: We found that a high level of CXCR7 was correlated with remodeled pulmonary arterioles in 
hypoxic rats. Moreover, CXCR7 protein levels were significantly increased by the induction of CXCL12, 
indicating that the CXCL12-CXCR7 axis participates in PAH. During hypoxia-PAH, CXCR7 inhibition 
reduces right ventricular systolic pressure (RVSP), the Fulton index, and pulmonary arteriosclerosis 
remodeling. Further study indicated inhibition CXCR7 reduced PASMCs by downregulating MMP2, via 
p38 MAPK pathway. It was additionally found that CXCL12/CXCR7 stimulated the phosphorylation of 
the p38 MAPK pathway, which was a contributing factor to the decrease in MMP2 expression following 
preconditioning with SB203580, which inhibited p38 MAPK.
Conclusions: In summary, these findings suggest that CXCL12/CXCR7 plays a critical role in PAH, the 
therapy of which can be developed further by targeting its potential targets.
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Introduction

In pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), the pulmonary 
arteries are remodeled with medial hypertrophy, intimal 
proliferation, and adventitial thickening, which eventually 
leads to right ventricular failure (1). Small peripheral 
pulmonary arteries (<50 μm) can become blocked due to 
the proliferation pulmonary artery smooth muscle cells 
(PASMCs) within the medial layer of the lungs. PASMC 
proliferation is believed to play a critical role in the 
pathogenesis of the disease and can trigger pulmonary 
vascular remodeling (2). Although important advances 
have been made in recent years, the precise basis of the 
molecular and cellular mechanism in pulmonary vascular 
remodeling is still undefined. A genetic and genomic 
perspective on PAH, allowing insights into pathobiology, 
and providing opportunities for developing novel 
therapeutic approaches (3).

The chemokine system consists of around 50 ligands and 
20 receptors in humans, and takes part in many aspects of 
central nervous system development (4), tumorigenesis (5),  
and angiogenesis (6,7). The C-X-C motif chemokine 
family has received increased attention due to its role in 
PAH. Specifically, by binding to its receptor, C-X-C motif 
chemokine ligand 12 (CXCL12) modulates a variety of 
cellular activities. A growing body of evidence suggests 
that comprehending the role that chemokine receptor type 

4 (CXCR4) plays in the progression of PAH has clinical 
relevance (8). Research suggests that chemokine receptor 
type 7 (CXCR7) is also expressed in various cells as part 
of the CXCL12 signaling pathway. Importantly, among 
its functions, CXCR7 regulates proliferation, survival, and 
metastasis in cancer cells (9,10). Moreover, activation of 
CXCR7 has been reported to modulate pulmonary vascular 
endothelial cell proliferation and wound repair (11,12). 
However, until now, there has been no data available on 
CXCR7 signaling alteration and its potential molecular 
mechanism related to vascular PASMCs from PAH. 
Therefore, acquiring a more comprehensive understanding 
of the relationship between CXCR7 and PASMCs warrants 
further investigation.

It is believed that matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) play 
an important role in extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling 
upon proteolysis of various ECM components and are 
involved in the pathogenesis of many diseases. As important 
factors governing structural alterations of the vasculature, 
MMPs regulate cell growth, migration, angiogenesis, and 
arteriogenesis (13), and are also implicated in apoptosis (14). 
In the initial stages of PAH, MMP2, which is produced 
by PASMCs, affects the ECM, causing it to remodel 
and disrupt (15). MMP2 has been demonstrated to be 
accountable for the proliferation of vascular smooth muscle 
cells and fibroblasts (16,17), specifically in relation to 
vascular smooth muscle cell proliferation and migration in 
PAH. Moreover, a tight link between CXCR7 and MMP2 
has been suggested in cancer cells (18) and endothelial 
cells function (19) in triggering cell growth and survival. 
However, activation of MMP2 mediated by CXCL12/
CXCR7 in PAH has not been examined in depth.

We therefore examined the effect of CXCL12/CXCR7 
on MMP2 expression in our study. CXCR7 expression 
was upregulated in PAH with activation of MMP2, and 
inhibition of CXCR7 ameliorated the development of PAH. 
Our purpose was to determine the possible role of CXCR7 
in hypoxia-induced PAH and to clarify how CXCL12/
CXCR7 modulates p38 MAPK signaling and MMP2 
level in PAH. We present this article in accordance with 
the ARRIVE reporting checklist (available at https://jtd.
amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/jtd-24-331/rc).

Methods

Materials

Antibodies against MMP2 (#ab86607; 1 μg/mL dilution; 
Abcam, Cambridge, UK), CXCR7 (#ab124824; 1:500 
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dilution; Abcam), phosphor- (p-)ERK (#4376S; 1:1,000 
dilution; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA), 
ERK (#9102S; 1:1,000 dilution; Cell Signaling Technology), 
p-JNK (#9251S, 1:1,000 di lution;  Cell  Signal ing 
Technology), JNK (#9252S; 1:1,000 dilution; Cell Signaling 
Technology), p38 MAPK (#9212S; 1:1,000 dilution; Cell 
Signaling Technology), p-p38 MAPK (#9211S; 1:1,000 
dilution; Cell Signaling Technology), and α-tubulin 
(#AC012, 1:10,000 dilution; ABclonal, Woburn, MA, USA) 
were obtained. Secondary antibodies were purchased from 
BioWorld Technology, Inc. (Irving, TX, USA) and applied 
at a 1:10,000 dilution. Enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) 
reagents were obtained from Millipore (Burlington, MA, 
USA), and CCX771 was purchased from ChemoCentryx, 
Inc. (Mountain View, CA, USA).

Animal models

All procedures involving animals were approved by the 
Nanjing Medical University’s Institutional Animal Care 
and Use Committee [No. 2023(149), Nanjing, China], in 
compliance with national guidelines for the care and use of 
animals. A protocol was prepared before the study without 
registration. Male Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats (180–220 g)  
were purchased from the Animal Center of Nanjing 
Medical University and randomly divided into three groups: 
a control group (n=7), a PAH group (n=7), and a treatment 
group (n=7). The rats in the second and third groups were 
exposed to chronic hypoxia (10% oxygen) for 28 days. The 
normoxic control group was injected intraperitoneally with 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 3 weeks and kept at 
21% O2 for 4 weeks. The hypoxic control group rats were 
kept at 10% O2 for 4 weeks after intratracheal injection 
with PBS for 3 weeks. Hypoxic CCX771 group rats were 
injected with CCX771 (20 mg/kg/day, intraperitoneal 
injection). Four weeks later, all rats were anesthetized 
for echocardiography measurements and hemodynamic 
analysis. Finally, the rats were killed, and their lung tissues 
and peripheral blood were extracted for further analysis.

Measurement of right ventricular systolic pressure (RVSP)

RVSP was measured via right-heart catheterization 
according to a previous study (20). Pentobarbital sodium 
was injected intraperitoneally to anesthetize rats before 
catheterization.

PAH remodeling and right ventricular hypertrophy 
assessment

In the previous study, we discussed the use of wall thickness 
and medial wall thickness percentages when assessing 
pulmonary arterial remodeling (21). The excised heart 
was divided into two parts: the pulmonary trunk with the 
aorta and the right ventricular wall with the ventricular 
septum. Left ventricle, right ventricle, and ventricular 
septum weights were calculated, and the right ventricular 
hypertrophy index (RVHI) was calculated as the weight ratio 
of right ventricle to (left ventricle + interventricular septum).

Evaluation of cardiac function using echocardiography

The cardiac function of SD rats was assessed using the 
Vevo2100 system (Fujifilm VisualSonics, Inc., Toronto, 
ON, Canada) with a high-frequency (30 MHz) MS-400 
transducer. The right ventricular internal dimension in 
diastole (RVID), pulmonary artery acceleration time (PAT), 
pulmonary ejection time (PET), and left ventricle ejection 
fraction (LVEF) were recorded.

PASMC isolation and culture

We obtained PASMCs from the peripheral small pulmonary 
arteries of rats and exposed the luminal surface with PAH 
sections. The endothelium was removed by gentle scraping 
with a scalpel blade, and the intima was peeled away from 
the adventitial layer. At 37 ℃ and 5% carbon dioxide, we 
segmented the medial explants into 12 mm2 segments and 
allowed them to adhere for 2 hours. The cells were then 
cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; 
Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) 
containing 4.5 mmol/L of D-glucose supplemented with 
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific), 100 U/mL of penicillin, and 100 μg/mL of 
streptomycin at 37 ℃ with 3% O2, 5% CO2, and 92% 
N2. α-smooth muscle actin (SMA) was used to identify 
PASMCs. Three to eight passages of cells were used in the 
experiments. All PASMCs were starved for 24 hours before 
treatment to rule out the effects of FBS.

Assessment of PASMC proliferation

In serum-free DMEM, PASMCs were seeded in 96-well 
plates for 24 hours after seeding (about 1×104 cells per well) 
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and were then exposed to various concentrations (10 and 
20 ng/mL) of CXCL12, CCX771 (2 μM), or SB203580 
(20 μM), respectively. Following this, the samples were 
exposed to hypoxia (3% O2). We used the modified 
3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium 
bromide (MTT) assay to quantify the cells. Briefly,  
0.25 mg/mL of MTT was added to each well. After 
incubation at 37 ℃ for 4 hours, the supernatant was 
removed, and the reaction was terminated via addition of 
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to the medium. Measurement 
of absorption at 490 nm was performed using an enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) reader (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific). All determinations were confirmed in at 
least three independent experiments.

ELISA

The blood samples were centrifuged at 3,000 g for 10 min  
at 4 ℃, and the obtained serum was stored at −80 ℃ 
until assayed. Through ELISA, we assessed the levels of 
CXCL12 protein. Briefly, the CXCL12 protein level in 
neutrophil suspensions was isolated from the blood samples 
using a rat CXCL12 or SDF-1 ELISA kit (USCN, Wuhan, 
China) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In each 
experiment, seven animals from three separate experiments 
were evaluated.

Histological analysis

A f t e r  l u n g  r e m o v a l ,  l u n g s  w e r e  f i x e d  w i t h  4 % 
paraformaldehyde solution and embedded in paraffin. 
Left ventricular sections were cut in 5 mm sections for 
hematoxylin-eosin staining.

Western blot analysis

Samples from animal lungs were cut into pieces and 
homogenized in cold PBS. We centrifugated the tissue 
mixture and removed the PBS, isolated pulmonary 
arterioles or cells were lysed in radioimmunoprecipitation 
assay (RIPA) buffer for 30 min, and centrifuged at 12,000 g  
at 4 ℃ for 20 min. In routine fashion, bovine serum 
albumin was used to determine supernatant protein 
concentration via spectrophotometry (bicinchoninic 
acid assay; Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). Protein samples 
(50–100 mg) were separated on sodium dodecyl sulfate-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) gels and 
transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes. 

The membranes were subjected to a 1 hour incubation 
period with a 5% nonfat dry milk solution in tris-buffered 
saline with Tween20 (consisting of 20 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.6; 
150 mM NaCl; and 0.05% Tween20) in order to prevent 
nonspecific binding. Under gentle shaking, the membranes 
were subjected to overnight incubation at 4 ℃ with specific 
primary antibodies and subsequently incubated with 
secondary antibodies for a duration of 1 hour. α-tubulin was 
used as a loading control to normalize the data. The final 
visualization of the results was conducted using Syngene 
Bio Imaging Devices and chemiluminescence (Syngene, 
Cambridge, UK), and the immunoreactive band density 
was calculated with ImageJ software (National Institutes of 
Health, Bethesda, MD, USA).

Statistical analysis

All data are presented as the mean ± stand error of the mean 
(SEM). Comparisons of two groups were conducted with 
the Student’s t-test, whereas comparisons of three or more 
groups were determined via analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
and followed by the Student-Newman-Keuls post-hoc 
analysis conducted via GraphPad Prism 5.0 (GraphPad 
Software, La Jolla, CA, USA), as appropriate. P values less 
than 0.05 were considered statistically significant when the 
sample size was at least five.

Results

CXCL12/CXCR7 was upregulated in PAH

The progression of PAH was influenced by the expression 
of the chemokine receptor CXCR7 in various cell lines 
(8,22); however, we know very little about CXCR7 
expression in PASMCs. To study the role of CXCL12/
CXCR7 in PAH, we first assessed the levels of CXCL12/
CXCR7 and found them to be slightly elevated after 2 and 
4 weeks compared with baseline. In Figure 1A, CXCL12 
protein levels were significantly upregulated in serum of 
hypoxic rats. We also observed similar expression patterns 
in the Western blotting for CXCR7 protein (Figure 1B,1C). 
Taken together, our results indicate that CXCL12/CXCR7 
was upregulated in PAH.

CXCL12/CXCR7 upregulated MMP2 signaling both  
in vivo and vitro

CXCR7 has been established as a chemokine receptor 
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for CXCL12; however, the nature of the interaction 
between CXCL12 and CXCR7 in PAH is unclear. We 
thus analyzed the effect of CXCR7 agonist CXCL12 on 
MMP2 expression in PASMCs. Since CXCR7 expression 
was positively correlated with the expression of MMP2 
in several cell lines, we assessed the effects of CXCR7 
on MMP2 expression in PASMCs. We observed MMP2 
expression increased in vivo in similar fashion to CXCR7 
(Figure 2A,2B). Exposure to 20 ng/mL of CXCL12 for 
12 hours resulted in a notable increase in CXCR7 and 
MMP2 levels compared to those in the control group 
(Figure 2C,2D). After pretreatment with CXCR7 inhibitor 
CCX771, the exogenous CXCL12-induced upregulation 
of MMP2 protein was inhibited (Figure 2C,2D). It appears 
that CXCL12 and CXCR7 play a key role in increasing 
MMP2 expression in PASMCs. Overall, our data confirm 
that CXCL12 enhances MMP2 expression by binding to 
the CXCR7 receptor.

p38 MAPK was associated with CXCL12/CXCR7-
mediated MMP2 activation in PASMCs

To clarify the underlying mechanisms of the regulation of 
MMP2 in PASMCs via CXCL12/CXCR7, we analyzed 
MAPK signaling. There was a slight increase in p-p38 
MAPK, phosphor-ERK, and phosphor-JNK in the control 
group and dramatic increase in CXCL12-stimulated groups. 
Via the inhibition of CXCR7, the phosphorylation of p38 
MAPK induced by CXCL12 was significantly mitigated, but 
not in the phosphorylation of ERK or JNK. Thus, it seems 

that CXCL12/CXCR7 primarily activates the p38 MAPK 
pathway (Figure 3A,3B).

SB203580 was introduced as a specific inhibitor of p38 
MAPK to analyze the CXCL12/CXCR7 interaction in 
PASMCs in further detail. The results of Western blotting 
confirmed that SB203580 blocked CXCL12/CXCR7-
mediated MMP2 activation (Figure 3C,3D), suggesting that 
MMP2 and p38 MAPK may be linked to PAH downstream 
of CXCL12/CXCR7.

CXCL12/CXCR7 regulated PASMC proliferation partially 
via the p38 MAPK pathways

In PAH, chronic hypoxia can lead to abnormal proliferation 
and migration of the PASMCs as well as remodeling of 
the pulmonary vessels (21). Our data also revealed that 
hypoxia increased the number of PASMCs, and inhibition 
of CXCR7 in PASMCs reduced their proliferation. The 
upregulation of p38 MAPK protein phosphorylation in 
PASMCs was observed following the administration of its 
agonists, CXCL12, and SB203580 was added to PASMCs 
without disturbing the p38 MAPK protein phosphorylation  
(Figure 4A,4B).  PASMCs were exposed to hypoxia 
and CXCL12 (20 ng/mL) for 24 hours, resulting in a 
significantly higher rate of proliferation (Figure 4C). 
However, the proliferation viability of PASMCs was 
decreased compared with that of controls. To identify the 
effects of p38 MAPK pathways on PASMC proliferation in 
the presence of CXCR7, CCX771 or SB203580 was added 
to PASMCs stably expressing CXCR7 at concentrations of 
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Figure 2 CXCL12/CXCR7 regulate MMP2 expression both in vivo and vitro. (A) Western blot analysis of CXCR7, MMP2 in hypoxia 
rats were treated with CCX771. (B) The relative expression level of CXCR7 and MMP2 was quantified by densitometry and normalized 
to α-tubulin. n=7. (C) Western blot analysis of CXCR7, MMP2 in PASMCs treated with CXCL12. (D) The relative expression level of 
CXCR7 and MMP2 was quantified by densitometry and normalized to α-tubulin. n=5. *, P<0.05; **, P<0.01; ***, P<0.001. All values are 
represented as the mean ± SEM. Comparisons of parameters were performed with one-way ANOVA. CXCR7, chemokine receptor type 
7; CXCL12, C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 12; PASMC, pulmonary artery smooth muscle cell; SEM, stand error of the mean; ANOVA, 
analysis of variance.

0.5 and 25 M, respectively. Cell proliferation decreased in 
the SB203580-treated group (Figure 4D), indicating that 
the p38 MAPK pathways is a functional target of CXCR7. 
Furthermore, activation of CXCR7 constitutively increased 
the phosphorylation of p38 MAPK, and CXCL12-mediated 
proliferation was abrogated by p38 MAPK inhibition. 
To conclude, CXCL12/CXCR7 regulated PASMC 
proliferation at least partially via the p38 MAPK pathways.

Inhibition of CXCR7 rescued pulmonary vascular 
remodeling in SD rats

The levels of CXCR7 exhibited an increase in both hypoxia-
PASMCs and the pulmonary arteries of rats exposed to 
hypoxia. We hypothesized that CXCR7 inhibition could 
alleviate vascular remodeling in experimental PAH. For 
4 weeks, rats were divided into three groups and treated 
in hypoxic or normoxic conditions, and the treated group 
was intraperitoneally injected a dose of 20 mg per kg body 

weight CCX771 or vehicle for 4 weeks. The mean RVSP 
of the hypoxia + CCX771 group was much lower than that 
of the hypoxia group (Figure 5A). Compared to the hypoxia 
group, the treated group had a lower RVSP (Figure 5B). 
We examined whether CCX771 could attenuate pulmonary 
artery remodeling in hypoxic rats. In hypoxic PAH, 
precapillary arterioles are often severely muscularized after 
new growth. In the hypoxia group, CCX771 significantly 
reduced the thickness of pulmonary vessels (Figure 5C). The 
findings indicated a decrease in the muscularization of distal 
pulmonary arteries in the treated group when compared to 
the hypoxia condition. Since the ratio of right ventricle to 
left ventricle plus septum was lower in the treated group, 
and the RVHI in the treated group decreased (Figure 5D). 
The right ventricular chamber size decreased markedly 
under CCX771 treatment according to echocardiography. 
Additionally, PAH rats showed a large RVID despite normal 
cardiac function and systemic pressure (Figure 5E,5F). In 
contrast, none of the treatment groups showed elevated 
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systemic arterial blood pressure (carotid artery) (Figure 5G). 
Finally, we observed treatment with CCX771 in hypoxic 
rats significantly reduced CXCR7/MMP2 signaling, thus 
confirming the effects of CXCR7 inhibition in vivo.

Discussion

PAH is a life-threatening disease with high mortality. A 
growing body of evidence supports the hypothesis that 
PAH is caused by abnormal proliferation of PASMCs. In 
this study, we demonstrated that the CXCL12/CXCR7 
signaling pathway-mediated elevation of MMP2 expression 
via p38 MAPK is involved in the proliferation of PASMCs 
in vitro. A highly selective inhibitor of CCX771 effectively 

counteracted pulmonary vessel remodeling, pulmonary 
arterial pressure, medial hypertrophy of the pulmonary 
artery, and right ventricular hypertrophy in rats exposed to 
hypoxia. CXCR7 agonists could promote the proliferation 
of PASMCs, while CXCR7 antagonists had the opposite 
effect. CXCL12/CXCR7 regulated the activation of MMP2 
and p38 MAPK signaling pathway but not that of ERK 
or JNK signaling, revealing that CXCL12/CXCR7/p38 
MAPK signaling is critical to hypoxic PAH.

CXCL12 is a unique chemokine that is highly conserved 
in mammals. It can bind to receptors and stimulate many 
signaling pathways (23). We previously demonstrated that 
the CXCL12-CXCR4 signaling axis is crucially involved in 
PAH (6). Recently, a variety of diseases, including cancer, 

Figure 3 p38 MAPK is responsible for CXCL12/CXCR7-mediated MMP2 activation in PASMCs. (A) PASMCs were preconditioned with 
CCX771, and then exposed to CXCL12 (20 ng/mL) for 6 hours. The phosphorylation of MAPK protein in PASMCs was confirmed by 
western blotting. n=3. (B) Quantification analyses the phosphorylation of MAPK protein. n=3. (C) Following pretreatment with, or without, 
the p38 MAPK inhibitor SB203580 for 2 hours reduced the expression levels of MMP2 in PASMCs stimulated with CXCL12. n=3. (D) The 
relative expression level of MMP2 was quantified by densitometry and normalized to α-tubulin. n=5. **, P<0.01; ***, P<0.001. All values are 
represented as the mean ± SEM. Comparisons of parameters were performed with one-way ANOVA. CXCL12, C-X-C motif chemokine 
ligand 12; p-, phosphor-; DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide; CXCR7, chemokine receptor type 7; PASMC, pulmonary artery smooth muscle cell; 
SEM, stand error of the mean; ANOVA, analysis of variance.
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Figure 4 CXCL12 promote PASMCs proliferation partially via the p38 MAPK signaling. (A) PASMCs were preconditioned with 
SB203580, and then exposed to CXCL12. The phosphorylation of p38 MAPK protein in PASMCs was confirmed by western blotting. 
(B) Quantification analyses the phosphorylation of p38 MAPK protein. n=3. (C) PASMC proliferation can be inhibited by CCX771 
treatment under hypoxic conditions or with CXCL12 present. n=3. (D) p38 MAPK signaling inhibitor SB203580 abolished CXCL12 
induced proliferation of PASMCs. n=3. *, P<0.05; **, P<0.01; ***, P<0.001. All values are represented as the mean ± SEM. Comparisons 
of parameters were performed with one-way ANOVA. CXCL12, C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 12; p-, phosphor-; OD, optical density; 
PASMC, pulmonary artery smooth muscle cell; SEM, stand error of the mean; ANOVA, analysis of variance.

cardiac disorders, autoimmune disorders, and neointima 
formation, were associated with CXCR7 (24); however, the 
evidence regarding the relationship between CXCR7 and 
PAH is limited. We observed an increased CXCR7 level 
in the pulmonary vessels isolated from hypoxic rats, which 
was consistent with previous findings (25). It is also worth 
noting that CXCR7 was upregulated in hypoxic-stimulated 
normal PASMCs. In patients with idiopathic PAH, the 
circulating levels of the CXCL12 are increased, and this 
level is an independent predictor of mortality (26). The 
increased level of chemokines may induce cell proliferation 
by stimulating multiple cells and binding to their receptors, 
resulting in pulmonary vascular remodeling.

The proliferation of PASMCs is stimulated by multiple 
growth factors and cytokines, which ultimately results in 
the formation of hypoxic pulmonary vascular reconstruction 
lesions. A study has shown that CXCL12 attracts bone 
marrow-derived progenitor cells or mesenchymal stem 
cells that express CXCR4 and CXCR7 to the subintimal  

layer (27).
As the l ink between classical  receptor CXCR4 

and pulmonary vascular remodeling continues to be 
investigated, other important receptors expressed in the 
pathological process of PASMCs will be identified. In our 
study, serum CXCL12 was elevated and CXCR7 expression 
was increased in the thickened pulmonary arterioles of 
hypoxic rats. It can thus be speculated that hypoxia increases 
the circulation of CXCL12, causing SMCs to secrete more 
CXCR7, allowing SMC proliferation to contribute to 
subintima thickening of the vessel wall. It is common for 
CXCL12 to induce the proliferation of cells, such as colon 
cancer cells (28), glioma cells (29), and several types of 
progenitor and stem cells (30). Our in vitro data indicated 
that CXCL12 stimulated PASMC growth under hypoxic 
conditions, which is a critical step in the vascular disease 
process.

A critical component of pulmonary vascular remodeling is 
ECM remodeling. The ECM primarily consists of collagen, 
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Figure 5 CCX771 attenuates hypoxia induced PAH in rats. (A) Representative pictures of RVSP waves in three groups. (B) RVSP measured 
in three groups. n=7. (C) Pulmonary artery remodeling was also assessed by HE staining. Percentage of muscularization of hypoxia rats. 
Assessment of medial thickness in rats. Red arrows indicate smooth muscle layer. n=7. (D) Ratio of the weight of the RV to that of the LV + 
S as an index of right ventricular hypertrophy of three groups. n=7. (E) Cardiac output in three groups. n=7. (F) Echocardiography showed 
that CCX771 reduced the right ventricular diameter in three groups. n=7. (G) Systemic pressure in three groups. n=7. *, P<0.05; **, P<0.01; 
n.s, no statistically significant difference. All values are represented as the mean ± SEM. Comparisons of parameters were performed with 
one-way ANOVA. RVSP, right ventricular systolic pressure; HE, hematoxylin-eosin; RVHI, right ventricular hypertrophy index; RVID, 
right ventricular internal dimension in diastole; PAH, pulmonary arterial hypertension; RV, right ventricle; LV + S, left ventricle plus 
septum; SEM, stand error of the mean; ANOVA, analysis of variance.

elastin fibers, proteoglycans, and glycoproteins, with 
collagen and elastin fibers being the predominant structural 
elements (31). Generally, MMPs secreted by various cells, 
especially MMP2, play crucial roles in the development 
of cardiovascular diseases (32), and their pertinence to 
pulmonary vascular reconstruction in both animal models 
and clinical patients has been reported (14,33). MMPA-
2 not only degrades collagen 2, but also cleaves elastin, 
disrupting the internal elastic lamina and facilitating SMC 
migration, with cell proliferation occurring in response to a 

variety of stimuli, leading to thickening of the intima (34).  
In our study, when exogenous CXCL12 was added, we 
also found that MMP2 and CXCR7 were activated, 
which indicated MMP2 was the downstream molecule of 
CXCL12/CXCR7, both of which were involved in the 
adaptive change of PASMCs to hypoxia. Furthermore, the 
CXCR7 special inhibitor competitively suppressed the 
activation of MMP2 in response to CXCL12. In PAH, 
CXCL12/CXCR7 pathway plays a major role in pulmonary 
vascular remodeling, and CXCR7 acts as an upstream signal 
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to MMP2.
MAPK is most closely related to the regulation of cell 

proliferation. Eukaryotic cells contain MAPK as a signal 
transduction protein kinase (35). In extracellular signals 
and cell nuclei, MAPK is the pathway for information 
transfer (36). The signal transduction pathway operates via 
a conserved three-level kinase cascade reaction. A variety 
of extracellular and intracellular stimuli can activate the 
MAPK pathway, such as cytokines, growth factors, and 
transcription factors; therefore, it can mediate relevant 
biological processes and regulate the production of 
MMPs (37,38). Yue et al. (39) previously reported that 
p38 MAPK regulates the proliferation of PASMCs. In our 
study, to further clarify how CXCL12/CXCR7 induces 
proliferation in PASMCs, the p-p38 MAPK pathway was 
examined. We found that CXCL12/CXCR7 could activate 
p38 MAPK signaling in PASMCs, as coculturing with 
CXCR7 antagonist significantly reduced CXCL12-induced 
phosphorylation of p38 MAPK, but not that of ERK 
or JNK signaling. CXCL12/CXCR7 increased MMP2 
expression by activating the p38 MAPK pathway, whereas 
preincubation with SB203580 decreased MMP2 expression. 
This result indicated that MMP2 was one of downstream 
molecules of CXCL12/CXCR7. Moreover, p38 MAPK 
inhibitor SB203580 abolished CXCL12-induced cell 
proliferation and the downregulation of MMP2, indicating 
that CXCL12/CXCR7 regulates MMP2 expression in part 
through the activation of the p38 MAPK pathway.

There are some limitations to our study that should be 
mentioned. First, the study only examined PASMCs, but 
vascular endothelial cells, poor endothelial coverage, and 
fibroblasts also contribute to vascular dysfunction, and thus 
further exploration is warranted. Additionally, the rat model 
was limited by the rapid development of disease phenotype 
and maladaptive remodeling processes compared with those 
in humans. Moreover, inhibiting CXCR7 for 4 weeks might 
not have been sufficient to produce clinically significant 
PVR improvement.

Conclusions

In conclusion, our data confirmed the significance of 
CXCL12/CXCR7 as a mediator of hypoxia-induced 
pulmonary vascular remodeling. We demonstrated, for 
the first time, that the p38 MAPK/MMP2 pathway is 
responsible for CXCL12/CXCR7-mediated proliferation 
in PASMCs. The findings of this study will assist further 

research into CXCR7 antagonists in PAH and offer an 
alternative pharmacological treatment for vascular diseases.
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